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Research has demonstrated that the implementation of hearing protectors to prevent noise-induced hear-
ing loss merits from individual verification at the workfloor. Therefore, the MIRE (Microphone In Real
Ear) technique has been adapted for custom-made earplugs with an inner bore drilled over the plug’s total
length. So a microphone can be inserted to measure via this test bore the sound pressure level behind the
hearing protector. The measurement setup appears to be practically feasible, but a clear discrepancy is
expected between the sound pressure level at the microphone and the level of interest at the eardrum. To
gain insight into this difference - henceforth called transfer function – research has first been conducted
with a HATS (Head And Torso Simulator) equipped with the custom-made earplugs. More concrete, the
transfer function between the sound pressure at the HATS ‘eardrum’ and the MIRE microphone has been
measured and numerically simulated with the FDTD approach (Finite-Difference Time-Domain). They
appear to be stable and reproducible, moreover their most distinct characteristics can be traced down to
the main acoustical features of earplug and ear canal. Further, the influence of an individual’s specific
geometry of the earplug– ear canal complex on the transfer functions has been addressed by performing
measurement and simulations with human subjects similar to the research conducted with the HATS.
The concordance between individualized simulations and measurements is very satisfying, but the com-
putational cost of the FDTD technique is too large to be implemented in measurement equipment used
to test hearing protectors at the workfloor. Therefore a filter approach has been developed based on the
FDTD model. The filter transfer functions show good resemblance with the original measurements and
simulations if the length of the test bore and of the residual part of the ear canal are taken into account.

1 Introduction

The European Noise Directive [1] on exposure limit
values stipulates that a worker’s effective exposure must
take account of the attenuation provided by his hearing
protectors. In this regard, protectors merit individual
field attenuation measurements [2] given the well-known
discrepancy between the attenuation measured in labo-
ratory conditions and the real protection offered to an
individual user [3].

Therefore different measurements procedures have
been developed to assess hearing protectors in situ [4].
Among them, a Microphone In Real Ear (MIRE) based
approach appears to provide the most effective means to
conduct field measurements, yielding to the best trade-
off between speed, accuracy, repeatability and corres-
pondence with actual practice [5].

Thus, a custom-made earplug has been designed
with an inner bore that allows the insertion of a mi-
niature microphone registering sound pressure levels in-
side the ear canal behind the hearing protector [6]. In
practice, this MIRE measurement microphone is moun-
ted in a probe that also contains a reference microphone
measuring the sound pressure outside the ear canal (see
Figure 1). One critical issue at this is the manifest diffe-
rence between the sound pressure level registered at the
MIRE measurement microphone and the level of interest

Figure 1 – Earplug with two inner bores ; one to
adjust the attenuation (b) and the other test bore (a)
for insertion of the MIRE probe (c) with measurement
(d) and reference (e) microphone. The measurement

microphone measures the sound level in the ear canal
behind the hearing protector whereas the reference

microphone registers the incoming sound level.



at the eardrum.
To gain insight into this difference, henceforth called

transfer function, measurements have been performed
with a Head And Torso Simulator (HATS) and with hu-
man subjects. Additionally, these transfer functions are
modeled with Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD)
simulations of an ear canal occluded by an earplug [7].
This approach is quite accurate for both the HATS and
human ears if the most striking geometrical features of
a particular ear and hearing protector are included in
an individualized model [8]. Unfortunately, the FDTD
simulations require a lot of computer time and can the-
refore not be incorporated in field measurement equip-
ment. To overcome this problem, a set of digital filters
has been computed to allow the deduction of the sound
pressure level at the eardrum starting from measure-
ments by the MIRE measurement microphone.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Measurements of the transfer func-
tion

For both the HATS and the nineteen human sub-
jects, custom-made acrylic earplugs are manufactured,
similar to the hearing protector depicted in Figure 1. All
measurements take place in an anechoic room to prevent
disturbances from background noise or reverberation.

The MIRE measurements are performed with the
probe (see also Figure 1) containing a measurement and
a reference microphone, i.c. Knowles low noise FG-3652
microphones. The HATS used in this project is a Brüel
& KjærHATS type 4128 C. That device is equipped with
an ear simulator which makes it possible to register the
sound pressure level where anatomically the eardrum is
found. This way, the sound pressure levels at the MIRE
measurement microphone and at the HATS’s eardrum
can be measured simultaneously in response to low pass
filtered pink noise with a cutoff frequency of 12.8 kHz.
Thus the transfer function Hme can be calculated di-
rectly by applying the following equation

Hme =

√
Gme(k)

Gmm(k)
· Gee(k)

G∗
me(k)

. (1)

In equation 1 Hme is the frequency response between
the MIRE measurement microphone m and the eardrum

e, Gmm(k) and Gee(k) are the respective autospectra,
Gme(k) is the cross-spectrum and G∗

me(k) its complex
conjugate.

Since the captured transfer functions should be abso-
lutely independent of the test signal, the test space and
the microphones, two reference free-field microphones
are incorporated. All calibration steps are described in
detail in previous work [7].

For the human subjects, a similar approach is follo-
wed by inserting an extra GN ReSound Aurical micro-
phone in the outer ear canal. This device is designed to
measure the sound pressure level at the eardrum and
consists of a flexible silicone tube (outer diameter 0.85
mm) connected to an ear piece with microphone. The
general approach is very similar to the measurements

with the HATS and all details have been described pre-
viously [8]. One important remark is that the presence
of the flexible silicone tube will not alter sound propaga-
tion in the outer ear canal an sich [9] but it does affect
the attenuation of the earplug. This seems not critical
since previous analysis have pointed out that changing
the earplug’s attenuation does not influence the diffe-
rence in sound pressure level between the MIRE measu-
rement microphone and the eardrum [7].

2.2 Simulations of the transfer functions

The sound pressure distribution in an ear canal oc-
cluded by an earplug is numerically simulated using the
Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) technique. A
key factor of this approach is that both pressure p and
particle velocity u are discretised in Cartesian grids.
These grids are staggered by shifting the grid for dis-
cretising uα over half of a grid step, dα

2 , in direction
α with respect to the grid chosen for discretising p. In
time, staggering is obtained by calculating p at t = ldt
and u at t = (l + 1

2 )dt. The resulting equations

u
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2
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2
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(3)
with c the speed of sound and ρ0 the density of air,

allow to step in time replacing old values by newly cal-
culated ones without much memory overhead. The brief
notation (α + q) is used to indicate that the value is
taken at a point shifted by q spatial steps dα in the α-
direction with respect to the reference location referred
to by indices (i, j, k). The first equation is repeated for
α = x, y, and z where x and y are defined along the
cross-section of the ear canal and z represents the longi-
tudinal axis. In the numerical model of the occluded ear,
two points of interest are defined where the sound pres-
sure is registered, namely in front of the eardrum and
at the end of the test bore where in reality the MIRE
measurement microphone is placed.

The acoustically important features of the hearing
protector’s material [10], the ear canal’s wall [11] and the
middle and inner ear [12] are introduced in the model
by boundary impedance of the form

Z = jωZ1 + Z0 +
Z−1

jω
(4)

which can be easily implemented in FDTD [13].
Apart from these general considerations, individual

differences in ear canal and hearing protector might also
mark the transfer function. Therefore, the most striking
geometrical features that are thought to influence sound
propagation are accurately measured for each test sub-
ject and the HATS and included in the simulations with
a 0.35 mm gridcell size.



2.3 Approximating transfer functions
by filtering

For the complex frequency response of the FDTD si-
mulated transfer function the corresponding continuous-
time transfer function is found using invfreqs (MAT-
LAB) because this algorithm guarantees stability of the
resulting linear system. The corresponding complex fre-
quency response H(s) can be written as

H(s) =
B(s)

A(s)
=

b(1)s
n + b(2)s

n−1 + . . .+ b(n+1)

a(1)sn + a(2)sn−1 + . . .+ a(n+1)
(5)

with s = i2πf , f representing the frequency.
The frequency range of interest is set between 0 Hz

and 8000 Hz analogous to the frequencies tested with
pure-tone audiometry [14]. The filter coefficients are de-
liberately determined in the s-domain instead of the z-
domain. In that way, the resulting filter can be digita-
lized afterwards with a sampling frequency adapted to
the sampling frequency of the measurement system used
in practice. When choosing the order of 6 for both B(s)
and A(s), the frequency response of the analogue filter
H(s) is almost identical to the FDTD simulated transfer
function.

After the filtering, linear regression is carried out to
predict the position of each pole and zero of the filter,
i.e. the roots of respectively A(s) and B(s). More speci-
fically, the aim of the multiple linear regression is to find
for each pole and zero a formal relationship with one or
more geometrical variables. In this way, the values of
the geometrical parameters for a specific individual can
serve as input to calculate the corresponding poles and
zeros. The resulting individualized filter can be used in
the measurement equipment to predict the sound pres-
sure at the eardrum from the response of the MIRE
measurement microphone.

The real poles and zeros can serve directly as de-
pendent variables. For the complex ones, the real and
the imaginary part are fitted separately. Because all co-
efficient are real, the complex conjugate of each com-
plex pole or zero is also a pole or zero of the filter under
study. In that case, only the real and imaginary part of
the pole/zero with a positive imaginary part are consi-
dered for linear regression. The corresponding complex
conjugate can then be easily deduced from the resulting
formulas.

Possible independent variables are selected according
to the individualized geometrical input variables for the
FDTD simulations. Care is taken that none of the selec-
ted variables can be written as a linear combination of
the others.

Prior to the regression analysis, the correlation is
calculated between each dependent variable and all can-
didate independent variables by drawing up a Pearson
correlation table. Based on this table, a manual step-
forward regression procedure is followed. This means
that one independent variable is added at the time, star-
ting with the variable that shows the strongest linear
correlation with the dependent variable. The procedure
is repeated until the adjusted R2 equals or exceeds 0.80
and the residuals of the final model are normally dis-
tributed [15]. This procedure results in an expression to
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Figure 2 – Comparison of the transfer functions of
one particular human ear as obtained by measurements

(‘Measured’), FDTD simulations (‘FDTD’) and
multiple linear regression (‘Regression’).

estimate the expected value of the dependent variable ŷ
based on one or more independent variables x

ŷ = d0 + d1x1 + . . .+ dnxn. (6)

3 Results

3.1 Measured transfer functions

In Figure 2 an example of a measured transfer func-
tion is shown. All transfer functions appear to have the
same global form with a distinct maximum between 2500
Hz and 3500 Hz and multiple minima above 4500 Hz.
Often the most distinct minimum is seen between 4500
Hz and 6500 Hz. Combining the results from measu-
rements with the HATS and human subjects leads to
the conclusion that the first maximum is most probably
caused by resonance in the test bore, picked up by the
MIRE measurement microphone and absent at the ear-
drum. Additionally, the most distinct minimum is most
likely due to resonances in the residual part of the ear
canal behind the hearing protector, present at the ear-
drum but not at the MIRE measurement microphone.

Despite the common global shape, the intersubject
variability appears to be substantial with respect to the
exact frequency and amplitude of the extrema. This
is little surprising given the relationship between the
appearance of the transfer function and the particular
structures of one’s ear canal and hearing protector.

3.2 Simulated transfer functions

Figure 2 also reveals that the simulated transfer
function is very similar to that measured. The frequency
dependence at the lower frequencies is very well predic-
ted. As for the amplitude, all the numerical simulations
have a constant amplitude of 0 dB whereas most measu-
rements reach constant values between 0 dB and 5 dB.
It is experimentally verified that bending the probe tube
can indeed lower the response of the Aurical microphone
up to 5 dB in the lower frequency range. Flexures of the



tube could not be avoided due to the relatively difficult
positioning of the tube in an ear canal occluded by an
earplug, but the influence of the bends can be clearly
identified and hence the difference between the simula-
ted and measured transfer function below 1500 Hz is not
considered critical [8]. Further, the frequency and am-
plitude of the first maximum are very well approached
by the model. Slight differences in the frequency of the
most distinct minimum between 4500 Hz en 6500 Hz
are not of great interest because they are among other
things influenced by the exact position of the earplug
which might vary from one measurement to another [8].
For frequencies above 6500 Hz, the numerical model and
the measurements still show resembling frequency de-
pendence but the resemblance is decreased compared to
the frequency region below 6500 Hz [7].

3.3 Filter approximation to transfer
functions

Performing linear regression points out that two geo-
metrical parameters suffice to predict the poles and zeros
with reasonable accuracy, namely the length of test bore
(see Figure 1) and the length of the residual part of the
ear canal between hearing protector and eardrum. The
regression models are quite straight forward for most
poles and zeros with adjusted R2 values easily excee-
ding 0.80. For the real part of the fifth pole and the
fifth zero, the adjusted R2 only reaches values of respec-
tively 0.74 and 0.75. Since adding more variables does
not substantially increases this value and since the resi-
duals of the models are normally distributed, the most
simple models with the highest adjusted R2 is chosen.

For the first and second zero, the regression analy-
sis becomes much more complicated because most ears
have real first and second zeros, but a distinct mino-
rity has complex ones. The complex zeros tend to be
associated with longer ear canals in combination with
a shorter test bore. Despite this association, it is not
possible to accurately predict whether a certain ear will
deviate from the majority by having a complex first and
second zero. Given the limited number of ears resulting
in complex first and second zeros, only the real ones are
used for linear regression. Naturally, this implies that
the regression model might be less accurate for longer
ear canals.

However, for the ears that have more average dimen-
sional parameters, the filter with poles and zeros coming
from the regression models resembles the original trans-
fer functions quite well (see Figure 2). This implies that
for those ears the transfer function can be predicted if
only the length of the test bore and the residual part of
the ear canal are known.

4 Discussion

Previous research has demonstrated that the MIRE
method is a suitable way to measure the performance
of hearing protectors in situ. [5]. Further, the transfer
functions predicted from the FDTD model are in good
agreement with the measured transfer functions, espe-
cially in the frequency region below 6000 Hz [7]. Above

this frequency, the numerical simulations still follow the
trend of the measurements, but differences in amplitude
increase.

It is indeed possible that the numerical model is less
accurate for higher frequencies because the bended cha-
racter of the ear canal [16] is not included in this model,
nor is the more complex vibration pattern of the ear-
drum at higher frequencies [17]. Besides these conside-
rations, the question arises whether it is actually pos-
sible to approach the true transfer function correctly in
this higher frequency region. Even very small variations
in the position of the earplug may distinctly alter the
frequency response of the ear canal’s residual part, chan-
ging the appearance of the transfer function for frequen-
cies above 4500 Hz. Even in general, the variability of
measured attenuation seems to increase with increasing
frequency [5].

This report also shows that the simulated transfer
function can be approximated with linear regression,
only the length of the ear canal and the test bore needs
to be known. The total length of the ear canal can ea-
sily be measured by sliding a silicone tube into the ear
canal, for example at the time that the ear impression
for the custom-made earplug is taken. The length of the
earplug itself and of its inner bore can be determined
during the manufacturing process.

With these parameters, it takes negligible compu-
ter time to actually evaluate the individualized transfer
function. Therefore, there is no real need to calculate the
transfer function beforehand - although it is possible -
but instead the computation can be carried out when
the MIRE measurement is performed.

Finally, it appears that the model performs well for a
considerable range of possible values for the independent
parameters. However, for rather rare combinations of a
shorter test bore and a longer ear canal, the prediction
is inaccurate. In this regard, further research seems ad-
visable.
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